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ABSTRACT
Artificial﻿intelligence﻿(AI)-based﻿technology﻿has﻿achieved﻿many﻿great﻿things,﻿such﻿as﻿facial﻿recognition,﻿
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2. REVIEw oF ETHICAL GUIDELINES, FRAMEwoRKS, AND PRINCIPLES
Advanced﻿AI﻿will﻿spark﻿unprecedented﻿business﻿gains,﻿but﻿along﻿the﻿way,﻿government﻿and﻿industry﻿
leaders﻿will﻿have﻿to﻿grapple﻿with﻿a﻿smorgasbord﻿of﻿ethical﻿dilemmas﻿such﻿as﻿data﻿privacy﻿issues,﻿






Figure 1. Initial framework for building ethical AI
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3. REVIEw oF ETHICAL ISSUES IN AI
AI,﻿at﻿the﻿present﻿stage,﻿is﻿referred﻿to﻿as﻿Narrow﻿AI﻿or﻿Weak﻿AI.﻿Weak﻿AI﻿can﻿do﻿well﻿in﻿a﻿narrow﻿
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3.1. Features of AI Give Rise to Ethical Issues
3.1.1. Transparency
Machine﻿learning﻿is﻿a﻿brilliant﻿ tool,﻿but﻿ it﻿ is﻿hard﻿to﻿explain﻿the﻿inner﻿processing﻿of﻿machine﻿
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Table 5. Summary of factors of ethical frameworks
Factors\Institutions FLI IAPP IEEE TPV EUCE AI4P UNESCO AEF Total
Responsibility/Accountability 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8
Privacy 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7
Transparency 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
Human﻿Values/Do﻿No﻿Harm 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
Human﻿Well-Being/Beneficence 1 1 1 1 4
Safety 1 1 1 3
Liberty/Autonomy 1 1 1 3
Human﻿Control 1 1 1 3
Bias/Fairness 1 1 1 3
Shared﻿Benefit 1 1 2
AI﻿Arms﻿Race 1 1 2
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3.2.3. Human Rights Laws
Without﻿training﻿in﻿human﻿rights﻿laws,﻿software﻿engineers﻿may﻿write﻿codes﻿that﻿violate﻿and﻿breach﻿
key﻿human﻿ rights﻿without﻿ even﻿knowing﻿ it.﻿ It﻿ is﻿ crucial﻿ to﻿ teach﻿human﻿ rights﻿ laws﻿ to﻿ software﻿
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engineers.﻿Ensuring﻿privacy-by-design﻿ is﻿ important﻿and﻿more﻿cost-efficient﻿ than﻿ the﻿alternatives.﻿
A﻿better﻿knowledge﻿of﻿human﻿rights﻿laws﻿can﻿help﻿AI﻿designers﻿and﻿engineers﻿eliminate﻿or﻿at﻿least﻿
alleviate﻿the﻿discrimination﻿and﻿invasion﻿of﻿privacy﻿issues﻿in﻿AI.
3.3. Social Impact of Ethical Issues

















accessible,﻿ and﻿ suitable﻿ for﻿ all﻿ people,﻿ including﻿ the﻿ elderly,﻿ the﻿ handicapped,﻿ and﻿ the﻿ disabled.﻿






3.3.3. Democracy and Civil Rights
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4.2. ways to Educate AI to Be Ethical
Moor﻿(2006)﻿indicates﻿three﻿potential﻿ways﻿to﻿transfer﻿AI﻿to﻿ethical﻿agents:﻿to﻿train﻿AI﻿into﻿“implicit﻿
ethical﻿ agents”,﻿ “explicit﻿ ethical﻿ agents”,﻿ and﻿ “full﻿ ethical﻿ agents”.﻿ Implicit﻿ ethical﻿ agents﻿mean﻿
Figure 2. AI Ethics: Framework of building ethical AI
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